Talk To Us
Protect yourself and your brands: start with
straightforward assignments, fair and reasonable
social media policies, and understandable adver-

Wait,

DID MY EMPLOYEE JUST
CALL ME A JERK ON FACEBOOK?
FIRED!

tising guidelines.
Tread lightly.
We’ll walk you through the rest.
Some publicly posted comments are cause for
termination, but blowing off steam to co-workers,
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even in a public forum, may be protected. You

MY DOMAINS AND SOCIAL MEDIA
HANDLES ARE MINE,

Right?

Sure, but if you’ve tasked an employee with
creating your presence or buying your domains,
and he goes rogue, have you unwittingly enabled
him to hold you hostage?

can’t save yourself either by having an overly

Make sure you have a signed agreement that

restrictive social media policy. Doing so will void

requires him to turn over the keys to the castle.

the whole thing.
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He’s My Employee.

WHY IS THE FTC

On My Back?

OF COURSE I OWN WHAT HE MADE.

We don’t even HAVE a Facebook account!

Maybe not.

Encouraging your employees to use social
media to champion your brand could land you

HE’S COOL &

Just out of College.

She Can Always Say “No”

Not so fast.

Sending a subordinate a friend request could create a

Younger employees and interns may understand

in hot water with the FTC for false advertising

that first day? That’s great, but such agreements aren’t

and failure to disclose a paid endorsement.

social media technology, but may not have the

scope of an employee’s responsibilities, the employee

Remind employees who want to show their

and could tarnish your brand’s reputation.

may have to sign an assignment of rights to the company.

love that their message should acknowledge
their employment status.

Friend My Assistant.

Let him do the Tweets!

Did your employee sign a “work for hire” agreement
foolproof. If art or content is created outside the normal

I’M GOING TO

experience to understand that “edgy” isn’t OK

Don’t task inexperienced marketing personnel
with manning your company’s social media.

situation where the employee feels s/he has no choice but
to comply, and that could spell “harassment.” While many
employers and employees digitally socialize in practice,
consider keeping a friendly relationship confined to the
work place.

